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Introduction
• Review of demographic research on adoption

• Adoption represents a relatively small portion of 
overall family growth

• But it is significant for demography

• It is a traditional form of family formation
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Overview of data
• Increasing clarity in adoption data

– Hague Convention on adoptions requests 
standardized reports from member states

– 260,000 adoptions annually (United Nations 2009)

– 85% of these were domestic adoptions

– About 160 countries have legal recognition of child 
adoption

– 20 countries do not have legal recognition

– 128 countries have some data on adoption
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Construction of adoption
• For the past 4000 years, non-biological children 

have been included in families through adoption

• Laws and adoptions safeguarded inheritance 
claims, maintaining an undisputed lineage for 
family wealth and social status
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Religion and adoption
• Religious texts and traditions of Christianity, 

Judaism, and Islam share similar concerns 
about adoptions
– Adoptions are viewed in the context of moral and 

humanitarian obligations to care for orphaned children

– This includes children who are dependent due to 
financial or health conditions, as well as those whose 
parents are deceased

– Stipulations prohibiting adoption aimed to maintain 
clear lineage in order to avoid incest by siblings who 
might marry, unaware of their blood relationship
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Religion role on U.S. adoption
• Religious traditions and other factors provided a 

foundation for the creation of U.S. adoption laws

• Adoption agencies are predominantly private 
and religious based institutions

– Baptists, Catholics, Christians, Jewish, and Lutherans

• As of 2017, the U.S. Council on Adoption (COA) 
listed 167 agencies certified for intercountry 
adoptions
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Global intercountry adoption
• Historically intercountry adoptions served as one 

of many efforts to care for children who were 
victims of the aftermath of war conflicts
– During the World War II post war period, intercountry 

adoptions were mainly driven by humanitarian values 
along with the post war baby boom child-oriented 
families

– After World War II adoption flows followed 
international crises

– Wars, famine and disasters precipitated global 
intercountry adoptions
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Intercountry adoptions growing
• Intercountry adoptions have increased since the 

1990s

• Over 600,000 intercountry adoptions were 
accomplished between 1995–2015 (Selman 2015)

• Half of intercountry adoptions occurred during 
this past decade
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Hague Convention
• Hague Convention of 29 May 1993 on 

Protection of Children and Co-operation in 
Respect of Intercountry Adoption

• It provides for the international protection of 
children and their families from illegal adoptions 
abroad using national central authorities to 
support adoptions in the best interests of the 
child
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Ethical and legal processes
• Hague Convention on intercountry adoptions

– The Hague Adoption Convention is designed to 
provide equal family membership and national 
citizenship to the children

– Adoptions follow ethical and legal processes, 
preventing the exploitation of children

– The Convention ensures that there are standardized 
regulations of intercountry adoptions

– It does not prevent corruption in individual states, with 
longstanding endemic political bribery
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Domestic and intercountry
• In domestic adoptions the child loses the identity 

of the birth family
• In intercountry adoptions, adoption is composed 

with a loss of national origin and ethnic identity
– For children who are not of age to give informed 

consent

• Intercountry adoptions are to be considered only 
after domestic efforts to maintain the child with 
his biological family and domestic adoptions are 
exhausted
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Countries in the Convention
• As of 2017 there were 98 contracting parties to 

the Hague Convention
– The U.S. joined the Convention on April 1, 2008

• Some of top countries involved in intercountry 
adoption
– Have not yet joined: Russian Federation, Republic of 

South Korea, Ethiopia

– Have only joined recently: the U.S. in 2008, Ireland in 
2010, Vietnam in 2012
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Privatization of adoptions
• Many nations criticize the privatization of 

adoptions
– It leads to the commoditization of adoptees
– This privatization is present in domestic adoptions

• Most of domestic U.S. adoptions are through 
private agencies due to the trend of privatization 
of social services, including child adoptions
– The U.S. is the primary nation that relies on the 

privatization of intercountry adoptive placements
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Privatization in the U.S.
• The U.S. has exacerbated the view of adoptive 

children as a commodity
– Preference for market versus state or government 

regulation of adoptions
– Privatization model supports adoptions as a market 

driven businesses

– Private agencies and organizations have developed 
or expanded as highly profitable businesses which 
facilitate intercountry adoptions.

– The practice of relying on private adoptive agencies is 
criticized because there is the risk of placement of 
children due to financial versus ethical considerations
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Data available

• Demographic analyses require access to data

– Need global data with standardized information

– Vital statistics, census, and large-scale survey

– Accurate registration data on twentieth-century 

adoptions have been almost impossible to locate

• Flows of intercountry adoptions (Selman 2017)

– Data from the Hague Conference on Private 

International Law (HCCH) and U.S. State Department

– Rank sending and receiving states from 2004 to 2015
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Adoptees as global 
commodities

• The flow of adoptees to the core nations from 
less developed nations treats adopted children 
as desired commodities
– Adoption by the privileged classes in the 

industrialized nations of the children of the least 
privileged groups in the poorest nations

• Separation of children from birthparents and 
from racial, cultural, and national communities
(Bartholet 1993)
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Push and pull factors
• Push and pull factors in international adoptions 

can be better understood if we consider 
indicators that influence other migratory flows
– Female singulate age of first marriage

– Mean age at first birth

– Total fertility rate
– Percent of childless women aged 40–44
– Underage five adoption rate

– Whether singles are allowed to adopt
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Data on top receiving countries
• Major top receiving countries for intercountry 

adoptions have

– High average singulate age at first marriage: 28.9

– High mean age of first birth: 27.9

– Below replacement total fertility rates

– High average of childless women aged 40–44: 15.9%

• As the age at first birth increases, there is a 
shortened effective reproductive life and an 
increased likelihood of infertility (Bongaarts, Feeney 1998)
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The singulate mean age at marriage (SMAM) is the average length of single life expressed in years 
among those who marry before age 50.



Data on top sending countries
• Major top receiving countries for intercountry 

adoptions have

– Low average singulate age at first marriage: 22.1

– Low mean age of first birth: 22.3

– Above replacement total fertility rates, with exceptions

– Low average of childless women aged 40–44: 6.4%

• As the age at first birth decreases there is an 
increased likelihood of fertility
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Under 5 adoption rate
• Analysis of relationship between adoption rate 

and demographic factors of the sending and 
receiving countries (Davis 2011)

• Among sending countries: net migration

– Countries with greater numbers of emigrants also 
placed more children in adoption

• Among receiving countries: net migration, GDP

– Countries with greater numbers of immigrants and 
richer countries also received significantly more 
adoptees
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Adoptions in the United States
• Adoption data in the United States
• National Survey of Adoptive Parents (NSAP)
• The Adoption and Foster Care Analysis and 

Reporting System (AFCARS)
• Administrative court statistics
• Departments of State and Homeland Security
• Who are the adopters and adoptees?
• Gay and lesbian adoptions in the United States
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LGBT adoptions worldwide
• Cultural and societal changes about “family” 

have rapidly changed in the past three decades
– Higher divorce rates, older and childless families, 

cohabiting couples, non-marital childbearing

– Normalization of legal rights of gays and lesbians, 
including the right to marry and adopt children

• LGBT adoptions are governed by legislations
– Country of adoptive parent (receiving country)

– For intercountry adoptions, also country of origin of 
the adoptee (sending country)
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Conclusions
• Hague Convention addresses ethical and legal 

issues to protect children from abuse, neglect, 
and trafficking

• Intercountry adopters may have humanitarian 
motives of rescuing children from poverty
– But private agencies often use adoptions as a 

commodity

• Intercountry adoptions flow from south to north
– Sending countries are less developed (exception of 

South Korea)

– Receiving countries are wealthier, more developed
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